
Name: ______________________________

   Part 1:  Match each character to the correct description.

   1.  _____  Eric      a. owner of a jewelry store

   2.  _____  Cam      b.   friend of Cam's

   3.  _____  Howie      c.  Eric's baby brother

   4.  _____  the Couple      d.  diamond thief who distracted the police

   5.  _____  the Runner      e.  girl with a photographic memory

   6.  _____  Mr. Parker      f.  woman and man thief who pretended to have   
baby with them

   Part 2:  Choose the best answer for each question.

   7.   At the beginning of the story, where are Cam and Eric?
a.  in a jewelry store b.  in a parking lot
c.  in a toy store d.  in a shopping mall

   8.   What is Cam's real first name?
a.  Jennifer b.  Julie
c.  June d.  Jessie

   9.   Cam saw a tall, heavy man in a dark suit....
a.  run out of Parker's jewelry store.
b.  run through the parking lot of Parker's jewelry store.
c.  run into Parker's jewelry store.
d.  take diamonds from Parker's jewelry store.
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   10.   When the man in the gray suit left the mall, what did Cam and Eric do?
a.  called the police
b.  yelled, “Stop!”
c.  followed him
d.  went in the jewelry store to tell Mr. Parker

  11.   Where did Eric go when he left Cam alone with the baby?
a.  to find his parents
b.  home for dinner
c.  inside the thieves' hideout
d.  to get the police

Part 3:  Answer each question.  Write your answers in complete sentences.

12.   How did Cam get her nickname?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

13.   When the police caught the heavy man in the dark suit, they let him go.  Why?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

14.   Describe the thieves' hideout.

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

15.   Where did the thieves hide the stolen diamonds?   

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY

   Part 1:  Match each character to the correct description.

   1.  b  Eric      a. owner of a jewelry store

   2.  e  Cam      b.   friend of Cam's

   3.  c  Howie      c.  Eric's baby brother

   4.  f  the Couple      d.  diamond thief who distracted the police

   5.  d  the Runner      e.  girl with a photographic memory

   6.  a  Mr. Parker      f.  woman and man thief who pretended to have   
baby with them

   Part 2:  Choose the best answer for each question.

   7.   At the beginning of the story, where are Cam and Eric?    d
a.  in a jewelry store b.  in a parking lot
c.  in a toy store d.  in a shopping mall

   8.   What is Cam's real first name?    a
a.  Jennifer b.  Julie
c.  June d.  Jessie

   9.   Cam saw a tall, heavy man in a dark suit....     a
a.  run out of Parker's jewelry store.
b.  run through the parking lot of Parker's jewelry store.
c.  run into Parker's jewelry store.
d.  take diamonds from Parker's jewelry store.
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   10.   When the man in the gray suit left the mall, what did Cam and Eric do?    c
a.  called the police
b.  yelled, “Stop!”
c.  followed him
d.  went in the jewelry store to tell Mr. Parker

  11.   Where did Eric go when he left Cam alone with the baby?    d
a.  to find his parents
b.  home for dinner
c.  inside the thieves' hideout
d.  to get the police

Part 3:  Answer each question.  Write your answers in complete sentences.

12.   How did Cam get her nickname?

She has a photographic memory that lets her take pictures of scenes in her mind.  People
used to call her “The Camera.”  This nickname was shortened to “Cam.”

13.   When the police caught the heavy man in the dark suit, they let him go.  Why?

Witnesses said he wasn't the man who stole the diamonds.

14.   Describe the thieves' hideout.

It was an old, abandoned house.

15.   Where did the thieves hide the stolen diamonds?   

The diamonds were hidden inside of a baby's rattle.
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